Not Just Right, Right for You.

Retained Fiduciary Services
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Section 404 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (“ERISA”) imposes a ‘prudent expert’ standard of care on
fiduciaries (such as plan sponsors or Retirement Plan Committee
(“RPC”) members).
Since qualified plan fiduciaries are held to the standard of a
‘prudent expert’, it is incumbent upon them to supplement their
skillsets with qualified expert advisors as necessary and
appropriate in order to operate at the ‘expert’ level.
While it is common for plan sponsors/RPCs to seek external
guidance regarding their role as fiduciaries, this practice begs the
question: Rather than seeking counsel for the RPC from an
external advisor, why not put a qualified expert on the RPC itself,
where he/she can actually impact compliance on an ongoing
basis? Further, as an RPC member, the expert will actually serve
as a Co-Fiduciary, thereby assuming all of the responsibilities of
that role.
As licensed experts with extensive experience in the retirement
plan arena, our senior advisors are the perfect fit for this role.
Here is a list of how we can make the RPC function more effective,
more efficient (including reducing unnecessary involvement by
company executives), and mitigate risk to the organization:










An initial fiduciary assessment to identify risk areas
Recommendations of ‘best practices’
Draft a Fiduciary Charter and RPC Bylaws
Direct quarterly RPC meetings
Draft and circulate meeting minutes
Conduct annual reviews of plan providers, including fee
disclosures, and report back to the RPC
Perform periodic (every 3 years) RFIs/RFPs of key plan
providers (record-keepers, TPAs, Investment Advisors)
‘On call’ compliance advisory services for the RPC and HR
Additional ‘projects’ for a discounted fee

Lastly, as retained experts in support of ongoing plan
administration, compliance, and general oversight, the associated
expenses for this service are plan expenses that can paid out of
plan assets.
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